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By T RICIA CARR

International hotel, river cruise and rail company Orient-Express released a free
application for the iPad that allows on-the-go consumers to read new issues of its
Traveller magazine with added interactive features such as video and bookmarking
capabilities.

Orient-Express is extending the reach of the print version of Traveller magazine by
creating an app where users can scroll the pages of the magazine as well as access
additional photos, videos and interactive maps. This is the first iPad app from the
company.

“Luxury consumers are busy people and discerning customers, so being accessible
anywhere, anytime with constructive, consistent advice is, for us, an important part of
providing high quality service,” said Tracy Herrington, director of strategic marketing at
Orient-Express, London. “The app for iPad allows guests to explore as much or as little as
they want or need to at any particular time.”

“Some of our hotels are creating apps for their guests with ideas of what to do during a
stay, for example, Reid's Palace in Madeira and our forthcoming hotel Palacio
Nazareenas in Cuzco, Peru.” she said. “The Orient-Express app complements these by
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being there for those researching a future trip.”

Print to Pad
Orient-Express' Traveller mixes editorial and promotional content related to destinations,
services and amenities.

The print version of Traveller is available for free to all of the brand’s guests worldwide,
key travel partners and stakeholders (see story).

Consumers can now access the magazine in its entirety via the Orient-Express Traveller
app available from the App Store.

The app currently holds one issue of the magazine, which is the most recent. This issue
features sections such as Celebrations, Masterclasses, Journeys and Families and
Friends.

Users can scroll the pages by sliding their finger across the screen or using the bottom
navigation bar to go directly to a specific page.

On the second page, a section can be expanded that gives directions on how to use the
app.

Orient-Express gives the option of making text disappear on a page so that a user can have
a better view of the magazine’s images.
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Magazine page shown without text 

In addition, some pages have image slide shows and videos. Users can click the buttons
to view this content.

Photo slideshow view 

Orient-Express has updated the app to include a bookmarking tool. Users can create their
own lists within the bookmark function and add articles by pressing the icon at the top of
the screen.

It seems that this function will be useful once future issues are added to the app so that
users can go back to past articles that they enjoyed.
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Bookmark tool 

“With its highly-visual and expertly curated content, the app is a proof point of the
exceptional quality of our unique and unusual destinations,” Ms. Herrington claimed.
“The extra film content and images, for example, truly bring to life our experiences and
some of the stories and characters behind them.”

Mobile on the mind
Orient-Express is pushing its magazine via the iPad, most likely to reach the growing
number of affluent consumers on mobile.

In fact, the brand recently combined print and mobile channels in an advertisement in the
May issue of American Express Publishing’s Departures magazine. The four-page spread
included a QR code that encouraged consumers to sign up for brand emails. (see story).

Approximately 71 percent of affluent consumers feel more connected to luxury brands
after using their app, and 72 percent of them have no upper monetary limit to how much
they spend in-app, according to a study by the Luxury Institute and Plastic Mobile (see
story).

Though Orient-Express does not sell merchandise, the company might tap tech-savvy
consumers by linking magazine content to a mobile-optimized site where consumers can
book travel.

The app is currently an easy-to-use tutorial about the history and attributes of Orient-
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Express, but the brand may want to use it to open doors to interactions with consumers,
said John Casey, founder of Freshfluff, New York.

“Most likely the strategy behind the app is to reach a younger, affluent demographic that
invariably uses an iPad and is in the habit of downloading apps that help accommodate
the travel experience,” Mr. Casey said. “Among this demographic are couples looking for
wedding destinations and romantic getaways, and that is strongly hinted in the app
through the photography that features young couples, children and weddings.

“The app could be more interactive for the customer and since Orient-Express is a high-
end service provider, the interactivity should not be too gimmicky,” he said.

“Perhaps the brand might add space on the app where the Orient-Express customer can
make a to-do list of restaurants, tourist spots and shops they want to visit during their stay.”

Final Take
Tricia Carr, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York  
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